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1. Introduction 
The web Hummustrainz.com has prepared a model of electric multiple unit 471 for train simulator 
Trainz. The model have a several additional functions described in this guide. Electric multiple unit 
471 can operate in both the "DCC mode“, and in the " CAB mode". If the unit is operated in 
the "DCC mode“, so you can set only the destination board. Other features (folding mirrors, wiper, 
signal light) is set automatically. On the contrary, in the "CAB mode" is necessary to adjust all 
the functions manually for the two both end cars of the unit. 
 
2. Description of the driver`s desk

driver's desk, left side.

1. Turn on / off night mode
2. Open / close mirrors
3. Turn on / off headlight
4. Dead-man button
5. Pantograph up / down
6. Reverser lever
7. Emergency brake button
8. Turn on / off wiper
9. Multifunctional display with digital speedometer
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driver's desk, right side.

10. Combined controller
11. Train brake lever
12. Dead-man button
13. Horn button
14. Independent brake lever
15. On / off train control system
16. Control signal repeater
17. Speedometer
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the panel behind the driver.

18. Right red signal light on / off
19. Right white signal light on / off
20. Top white signal light on / off
21. Left white signal light on / off
22. Left red signal light on / off

3. Function of the train control system

The train control system is activated setting the switch on the 
panel right next to the control signal repeater from the position 
"vypnuto" to the position "provoz“. In turn on the train control 
system light up the relevant lights on the control signal repeater.

The train control system can operate in two modes. The first 
mode is "no code" and other "with code". To be function the 
mode "with code" must be placed on the track  the triggers 
"kodovana trat zacatek" and "kodovana trat konec". 
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3.1 Function of the train control system in mode „no code“.

In this mode the train control system is working when isn't placed 
on the track the trigger "kodovana trat zacatek". In this case, the 
train simulating a ride on the track where is the code not 
transmitted  to the control signal repeater in the train. After the 
setting the switch on the panel right next to the control signal 
repeater from the position "vypnuto" to the position "provoz" the 
blue light on the control signal repeaters is light up. It goes off 
after the five seconds, and the sound alarm is run on. From this 
moment is needed, to the next five seconds, press the dead-man 
button (the dead-man button can be initiated by pressing "space" 
key and the train control system can be also initiated with moving 
the brake lever or controller). If the dead-man button (controller, 
brake lever) isn't pushed/moved within five seconds, the train control system automatically activates 
the emergency brake and stop the train. Then it is necessary to put the controller to the neutral 
position and start the train again.

3.2 Function of the train control system in mode „with code“.

In this mode, must be placed on the track the triggers " kodovana trat zacatek" (for the beginning of 
a coded segment) and "kodovana trat konec“ (for the end of a coded segment). Triggers can be 
downloaded from the website of Saša Szöllös  http://www.sasuletrainz.cz/

Ke stažení→Ostatní→Kódovaná/Nekódovaná trať→Stáhnout

How to download the triggers „kodovana trat zacatek“ a „kodovana trat konec“.
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And placing the triggers „kodovana trat zacatek“ and „kodovana trat konec“ on the track:

„kodovana trat zacatek“ „kodovana trat konec“

After the train pass the trigger "kodovana trat zacatek" and the train control system is set on, on the 
control signal repeater is displays the same signal that is on the next signal device. If the signal is 
stop (red light) or warning (yellow light), then after the five seconds the blue light is turned off and 
the sound alarm is run on. From this moment is needed, to the next five seconds, press the dead-
man button or move the controller or brake lever. If the dead-man button (controller, brake lever) 
isn't pushed/moved within five seconds, the train control system automatically activates the 
emergency brake and stop the train. Then it is necessary to put the controller to the neutral position 
and start the train again.
If the signal is clear (green light) then the blue light is light on and isn't necessary to press the dead-
man button.

Signal stop signal warning signal clear
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4. Setting the destination tables with the target stations

The electric multiple unit 471 can change the target destinations on the destination tables placed on 
the sides and faces of the unit. On the destination tables can be displayed within 16 predefined 
destinations also the names of stations set on the map, or any text added with the rule. 

4.1 Views the predefined target stations

The destination tables on the unit are default set to display no destination. To change the destination 
on the destination tables just click on the green arrow in the driver panel, and then click in the drop-
down menu at the top on „View Details“ and set a predefined destination.

How to set the predefined destinations.

4.2 View of others target destinations.

To be able to set the target stations, which is defined in the map or any custom text you must first 
install in the game the rules "ChangeDestinationSign" and "DestSignTable. They can be 
downloaded from the website HoTTrainz http://www.trainz.hu/ or directly from 
hummustrainz.com. After you install the rules in the game, start the game and go to the editor to a 
chosen map. There click on the "edit rules", then "add" and select the rule „DestSignTable“. Then 
finish with click on the symbol . Then mark the rule „DestSignTable" and click on "edit". Here 
check the choices which objects names in the map could be used for destination tables on the train.
If you want to add some custom text then click on "Add Destination" and type a text to the 
box manually (the destination tables can display up to 16 characters). Then finish with click on the 
symbol . To be able to change destinations in drive mode you must activate the rule "Change 
Destination sign" in the item „driver command“. Then finish with click on the symbol .
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How to set tables with target stations using a rule.
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To change the destination on the destination tables, you must at first select a predefined destination 
"prazdna cedule". 

Setting the destination „prazdná cedule“.

Then you can just click on the green arrow in the driver panel, and then click in the drop-down 
menu at the bottom item „Change destination to“ and select one of the offered destination.

Setting the rule defined destination.

Have a fun when playing Trainz and when driving the electric multiple unit 471. 
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